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About This Game

88 year, in Africa there was a crisis and riots broke out. All these events force the usual African guy Abig to become a pirate -
to destroy planes and rob them to earn money for survival.

Play for Abig and destroy planes, catch humanitarian cargo, and dodge of rockets.
Features:

-Ability to be an African pirate
-Different types of planes (3 types of planes)

-Good soundtrack
-Simple and fun gameplay

-Steam achievements

About planes:
1 type of planes- transport, they need to be knocked down and for each destroyed plane the player gets +1 to points.

2 type of planes- cargo, they do not need to be knocked down, for each destroyed plane the player gets -5 to points. A cargo
plane sometimes drops a humanitarian cargo, for the assembly of which the player gets +1 to points

3 type of planes- combat (military), they need to be brought down, for each destroyed plane the player gets +1 to points. Also
this kind can shoot rockets, you need to shy away from them, so as not to die
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tl;dr: "Checkepointah!"

I was a bit skeptical at first, given the cute looks of the game. It comes off as a children's game at first.
While that may be true, anyway, the game is simply great fun with a friend.
The Putties are cute to the point of being comical, their facial expressions (often changing depending on what happens) are so
extremely exaggerated you can't help but laugh.
The gameplay, too, will have you constantly laughing as you swing around and get yourself and your partner "killed" - death is
rather meaningless in the game, though, as the checkpoints are extremely frequent.

If you're looking for a challenging game, this isn't it. But if you're looking to have some innocently cute/comical fun with a
friend, go for it.. Buggy mess. You'll have the feel that you're playing an alpha the whole game.
Not even worth it for the nostalgia value. Keep away from it.. Great game for the ones that like to build a football team and see
how the come out like me. So if you like being the general manager this game is it. I recommend it over number 8, but maybe
its just cause i'm more used to 7 but that is my opinion.. Alright! This is what I want to see. Old school games with current
graphics! Shoot em up arcade action in the very same way as R-Type, Gradius, Darius or Soldner X. Fans of these games should
love this like I do. Great soundtrack too.. my headset did not work with this game would not recommend.. Totally wasted money
for this game. The gameplay is similar like it was on commodore 64.

Cons:
- bad controls
- you can't change the controls
- it wasn't designed to PC - at least you can see everywhere "press the start button, press X, press A"
- there is no tutorial
- their homepage isn't available in English

Pros:
- minigames are a good idea, but I didn't find more

If you like old-style soccer games, then it would worth a buck, but no more.. I got this game as a gift.
"Into The War"...
"Huh, sounds interesting..."
So I checked the store page. Looks neat + bonus for parkour.
Checked the reviews.
Ohboy.jpg
I said to myself, "Well, this can't be THAT bad, eh?"
Downloaded it.

And so I got into the war...

>horrible ui, basic hud, no sprinting limit, barely any fall damage at great heights
>ridiculous air speed and double jump height
>got the "First Blood" achievement by doing nothing
>ocassional ♥♥♥♥ed up models that spazz out
>weapon firing sound changes depending on wether you are walking left, right or standing still
>can't use grenade launcher
>no melee
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>gascans don't explode
>dem physics
>iron sights aim anywhere but where the bullets will actually go
>bullets are about as slow as a rocket
>player weapon setup is ♥♥♥♥ed and incomplete
>had a P90 icon stuck on the screen until I quit
>no promised parkouring
>no servers

...aaaand I got outta the war.. This game is good but not the best game released by PopCap. I think the game has good gameplay,
but I can really get 30-60 minutes of game time out of Zumba Deluxe. But like most PopCap, you should pick it up, unless you
don’t like puzzle games.
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Didn't even know it was coming out, saw it on the main page and it was an easy buy for a great classic. Works like a champ on
Windows 8.1, good to know Windows 10 works well too. Worth the buy for sure. Was able to wind up a game and everything
works just fine as it used to. This game does theoretically have a multiplayer option, but most people aren't giving out their IP
addresses and that is a good idea, but it might work via LAN at least. If true multiplayer options were made for this, it would be
outstanding.

All in all, for those not familiar. This is an old Sierra game, turn-based but somewhat RTS style strategy while drawing into
almost a Civilization approach to it at times managing your counties and war effort.. This game is showing a lot of promise.
Bought it early to as to assure the developers that there is DEFINITELY a crowd out there for a Marble Madness simulator.
Can't wait to see how it turns out over time!!. This is a nifty little top down shooter. Still in Early Access, probably needs some
of the bugs ironed out but at least it runs. It works. It is playable and mostly kind of fun.
Different characters (Not very differentiated)
Animations are fun and responsive.
Not bad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qX77VSG_sw8&feature=youtu.be. Very addicting! Love the retro-style gameplay and
simple controls. It only costs a dollar, but you'll have a better time playing with the robot dog in Valve's "The Lab" than with this
dog. That dog reacts when you pet it. This one is not as enthusiatic.

I was looking for a VR dog to pet, was much disappoint. Headed back to The Lab!
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